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Equity Markets Recovered Sharply in April as Investors Balanced Atrocious Data with Attempts to Reopen Economies, Massive Stimulus, and Hopes for a Treatment

Equity markets recovered sharply in April as unprecedented stimulus efforts, signs of economic restarts, and hopes for a drug treatment led investors to look past clear
signs of historic economic destruction. Much bad news was baked into markets in March, leading to some confounding days of strength for riskier assets in April when
economic data was abysmal. April culminated with the initial 1Q GDP estimate showing a sharper-than-expected 4.8% contraction on the back of the worst quarter for
consumer spending since the 1980s. But the recessionary data began much earlier. The March jobs report showed 701k jobs were lost even before an historic jump in
jobless claims. The climb in unemployment continued with weekly claims slowing but averaging 5.0 million in April, lifting the six-week total to 30.3 million. In March, even
before the most severe lockdowns began, business confidence tumbled by the most since 1980 and manufacturing output contracted at the sharpest rate since 1946.
Following a 21% surge to start the year, its best quarter since 2012, housing shut down. More timely data showed the deep economic shock continues apace. Consumer
confidence declined at a rate not seen before, every regional Fed survey plunged in April, and preliminary PMIs took out previous record lows. The incredible demand
shock outweighed the record production cut announced by OPEC+ during the month, leading to April’s most shocking market development. May’s WTI futures contract
plummeted 300% to close at -$36 per barrel, the first negative print in history. And still, the S&P 500 rallied 12.7% in its best month since 1987.

Looking outside of the economic data helps partially explain the optimism that drove equities higher. Signs of apparent peaking epidemics in some countries have spurred
along plans to gradually restart economic activity and fiscal and monetary policymakers have spared no expense in attempting to support markets and economies. Several
European countries, including larger economies such as Italy, Spain, France, and Germany, have announced plans to gradually rollback some restrictions put in place weeks
ago to slow the virus’s spread. In the U.S., the White House released a three-phase plan to assist governors in determining when to reopen their states. Several states
began to gradually loosen restrictions later in the month and even those that didn’t saw signs their outbreaks are slowing. Parts of New York, the hardest hit state in the
U.S., could begin to ease out of lockdown in the middle of May. Testing has been ramped up and there were reports of positive effects for a key drug, Gilead’s remdesivir,
in treating the virus. Both factors added to the optimism that economic activity could return to some level of normalcy before a vaccine can be developed.

On the stimulus front, the Federal Reserve and Congress both remained active during the month. On April 29, the Fed left rates unchanged but said the virus “poses
considerable risks” to the medium-term outlook. Fed Chair Powell signaled that it will be a long time before they consider pulling back on their support. Spread throughout
the month, the Fed announced new emergency lending and liquidity facilities – the PPPLF to support lending through the SBA’s PPP; the MSLP to support larger companies;
the MLF to support municipalities – and announced expansions of previously-announced programs – the PMCCF and SMCCF to support larger corporations; the TALF to
support lending to households and small businesses. On the fiscal front, Congress passed an interim relief bill to replenish the SBA’s PPP with $310 billion in new funds
after the initial $350 billion provided by the CARES Act was quickly depleted by incredible demand. The interim bill also provided funding for hospitals and to increase
testing capacity. Similar actions were announced by other world governments and central banks to support their economies as the pandemic grew to more than 3 million
confirmed cases by the end of the month with nearly 230k lives lost.

Treasury yields reflected more caution than optimism, also pressed down by expectations central banks will keep rates low and buy as much government debt as needed to
keep markets functioning smoothly. Despite the equity rally, the 10-year yield declined 3.0 bps to end at 0.64%, traversing a range of just 24 bps making April the least
volatile month since July 2019. The 2-year yield fell 5.0 bps to 0.196%, a low back to September 2011. The 12.5-bp range was the tightest since February 2019.
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Jobless claims 
surged 6.65MM 
(initial estimate) 
in the week 
ended March 28

ISM's 
manufacturing new 
orders (42.2) and 
employment (43.8) 
sank to lows back to 
2009

Despite the reference week closing 
before the historic spike in jobless 
claims, 701k jobs were lost in March 
(417k from restaurants, bars); all but 
one sector shed workers; the U.R. rose 
0.9% to 4.4%, largest monthly increase 
since 1953 

While a services PMI for China 
recovered in March, those in 
Europe were incredibly weak 
and the U.S. services ISM 
showed new orders, 
employment, and activity all 
plunged

U.S. 
intelligence 
said China is 
under-
reporting 
virus toll

Virus updates 
offered hope new 
cases in global hot 
spots were slowing

Japan declared 
state of 
emergency, 
announced ~$1T in 
stimulus

Wuhan, China, virus 
epicenter, reopened 
from Jan. 23 lockdown

Senator Sanders 
suspended 
presidential 
campaign

Simultaneously: jobless claims 
spiked 6.61MM; the Fed detailed 
funding facility for PPP, 
announced new facilities (MSLP 
and MLF), and expanded PMCCF, 
SMCCF, and TALF

OPEC+ announced 
record 9.7MM daily 
production cut to 
begin in May

IMF projected 3% 
global contraction, 
worst since Great 
Depression

Retail sales sank 
8.7% in March, 
worst on record

Industrial production, 
manufacturing output 
posted biggest declines 
since 1946 in March

President Trump announced 
3-phase plan to guide 
governors in reopening 
economies; preliminary data 
showed positive treatment 
results for remdesivir

China reported its first 
quarterly contraction in 
1Q, -6.8% YoY

5.3MM new jobless 
claims; 4-week total 
+22MM

SBA said PPP 
funds had been 
exhausted

WTI crude (May) plunged
300% to -$36.73/bbl 

Senate passed $484B interim 
relief bill; $310B for PPP; $60B 
for EIDL; $75B for hospitals; 
$25B for testing

Jobless claims 
fell for third 
week to 4.4MM

Global PMIs 
plumbed new record 
lows in April

Fed left rates, forward guidance unchanged 
but said virus poses "considerable risks" to 
the medium-term outlook; Powell signaled 
rates would stay low for some time and that 
the Fed could do more; on Friday, expanded 
coverage of its MSLP and PPPLF

WHO inadvertently
released negative 
remdesivir report

President
Trump signed 
the aid bill

Some U.S. 
states 
began 
reopening

Fed expanded its 
municipal 
liquidity facility

U.S. GDP 
contracted 
4.8% in 1Q

Eurozone posted record 
1Q contraction; ECB left 
rates but enhanced 
lending facilities

3.8MM jobless 
claims; 30.3MM 
6-week total
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Yield axis range narrowed by 
20 bps relative to March's 
Monthly Review

Yield axis range narrowed by 
15 bps relative to March's 
Monthly Review



Value
Dow Jones 24,346 11.08% h 11.08% h -14.69% i
S&P 500 2,912 12.68% h 12.68% h -9.85% i
Nasdaq 8,890 15.45% h 15.45% h -0.93% i

Stoxx Europe 600 340 6.24% h 6.24% h -18.23% i
China CSI 300 3,913 6.14% h 6.14% h -4.49% i
Nikkei 225 20,194 6.75% h 6.75% h -14.64% i

Yield

U.S. 2-year 0.20% -5.0 i -5.0 i -137.4 i
U.S. 5-year 0.36% -1.8 i -1.8 i -132.9 i
U.S. 10-year 0.64% -3.0 i -3.0 i -127.8 i

German 10-year -0.59% -11.5 i -11.5 i -40.1 i
U.K. 10-year 0.23% -12.5 i -12.5 i -59.1 i
French 10-year -0.11% -9.5 i -9.5 i -22.8 i
Italian 10-year 1.76% 24.0 h 24.0 h 35.1 h
Japanese 10-year -0.03% -5.2 i -5.2 i -1.9 i

Value
WTI Crude 18.84$ -8.01% i -8.01% i -69.15% i
U.S. Dollar 99.02 -0.03% i -0.03% i 2.73% h
Gold Spot 1,687 6.93% h 6.93% h 11.15% h
Commodity Index 60.90 -1.55% i -1.55% i -24.71% i

Existing Home Sales MoM New Home Sales MoM Core Retail Sales

ISM Manufacturing Manufacturing Production

INTENDED FOR INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS ONLY. The information included herein has been obtained from sources deemed reliable, but it is not in any way guaranteed, and it, together with any
opinions expressed, is subject to change at any time. Any and all details offered in this publication are preliminary and are therefore subject to change at any time. This has been prepared for
general information purposes only and does not consider the specific investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs of any individual or institution. This information is, by its very
nature, incomplete and specifically lacks information critical to making final investment decisions. Investors should seek financial advice as to the appropriateness of investing in any securities or
investment strategies mentioned or recommended. The accuracy of the financial projections is dependent on the occurrence of future events which cannot be assured; therefore, the actual results
achieved during the projection period may vary from the projections. Interest rate swaps and derivatives are offered and sold via Vining Sparks Interest Rate Products, LLC. The firm may have
positions, long or short, in any or all securities mentioned.  Member FINRA/SIPC.
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Global Sovereign Debt Performance

Up 0.9%

March
-15.4%
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Commodity Performance
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March March
-701k 4.4%

March
2.0%

April
86.9

Down 31.9 pts

March
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Core PCE YoY

March
1.7%

Down 0.14%
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-39.9B
+5.6B
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0.36%

0.52%

5-Year Treasury

0.3% on 
4/21/2020

2.38% on 
5/03/2019208 bps

0.31% on 
3/09/2020

0.54%
0.64%

0.78%

10-Year Treasury 

2.57% on 
5/03/2019
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March's job loss was surprisingly severe, occurred prior to the 
spike in claims, and was seen as a precursor to historic job 

destruction in April

Business investment was 
better than expected before 

the lockdown

Record grocery purchases masked historic retail sales 
decline; confidence decline was historic

ISMs expected to worsen in April; headlines 
will not reflect actual damage because of 

supplier-deliveries skew

March declines tarnished the best quarter for 
housing since 2012 and are expected to be 

outdone by even weaker April activity

Biggest drop since 
1946


